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SUMMARY

During eukaryotic translation initiation, initiator tRNA
does not insert fully into the P decoding site on the
40S ribosomal subunit. This conformation (POUT) is
compatible with scanning mRNA for the AUG start
codon. Base pairing with AUG is thought to promote
isomerization to a more stable conformation (PIN)
that arrests scanning and promotes dissociation of
eIF1 from the 40S subunit. Here, we present a cry-
oEM reconstruction of a yeast preinitiation complex
at 4.0 Å resolution with initiator tRNA in the PIN state,
prior to eIF1 release. The structure reveals stabiliza-
tion of the codon-anticodon duplex by the N-terminal
tail of eIF1A, changes in the structure of eIF1 likely
instrumental in its subsequent release, and changes
in the conformation of eIF2. The mRNA traverses the
entire mRNA cleft and makes connections to the reg-
ulatory domain of eIF2a, eIF1A, and ribosomal ele-
ments that allow recognition of context nucleotides
surrounding the AUG codon.
INTRODUCTION

Eukaryotic translation initiation involves at least 12 initiation fac-

tors (eIFs) (Hinnebusch, 2014). The factors eIF1, eIF1A, and eIF3

bind to the 40S ribosomal subunit and promote recruitment of

Met-tRNAi in a ternary complex (TC) with the GTP-bound form

of eIF2, a heterotrimeric GTPase, along with the GTPase-acti-

vating protein (GAP) eIF5, to assemble the 43S preinitiation com-

plex (PIC). The 43S PIC subsequently binds the 50 end of the

mRNA, a step promoted by eIF4F, eIF4B, and eIF3, and scans

the 50 untranslated region (UTR) of the mRNA for an AUG codon
in suitable sequence context. Recognition of the AUG codon by

the anticodon of tRNAi leads to conversion of eIF2 to its GDP-

bound form, release of eIFs, and joining of the 60S subunit to

form the elongation-competent 80S ribosome with tRNAi and

the start codon base paired in the 40S P site.

In the current model, eIF1 and eIF1A stabilize an open confor-

mation of the 43S PIC that is compatible with scanning (Pestova

and Kolupaeva, 2002; Maag et al., 2006) in which TC is in ameta-

stable state (POUT) that allows tRNAi to sample successive trip-

lets entering the P site for complementarity to the anticodon.

The unstructured C-terminal tail (CTT) of eIF1A plays a key role

in stabilizing this open/POUT PIC conformation (Saini et al.,

2010). The eIF5 stimulates GTP hydrolysis by the g-subunit of

eIF2 in the scanning PIC, but completion of the reaction with

release of inorganic phosphate (Pi) is blocked by the presence

of eIF1 in the complex. Base pairing of tRNAi with an AUG triplet

evokes a rearrangement of factors in the PIC—including

displacement of eIF1 and possibly the eIF1A CTT from their loca-

tions near the P site—and movement of the eIF1A CTT toward

the GAP domain of eIF5 (Saini et al., 2010; Yu et al., 2009; Nanda

et al., 2013). These rearrangements enable dissociation of eIF1

from the 40S subunit (Maag et al., 2005; Cheung et al., 2007;

Martin-Marcos et al., 2013), evoking a closed, scanning-arrested

conformation of the 40S subunit and Pi release from eIF2-GDP

(Algire et al., 2005). The tRNAi is now bound more tightly to the

PIC (Passmore et al., 2007), presumably with the anticodon

buried deeper in the P site and base paired with the start codon

in a conformation dubbed the PIN state (Saini et al., 2010). The

unstructured N-terminal tail (NTT) of eIF1A promotes isomeriza-

tion from POUT to PIN, enhancing start codon recognition (Saini

et al., 2010), but it is unknown how the NTT functions at the mo-

lecular level.

Crystal structures of 40S∙eIF1 and 40S$eIF1$eIF1A com-

plexes from Tetrahymena (Rabl et al., 2011; Weisser et al.,

2013), as well as a mammalian 40S$eIF1$eIF1A complex
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(Lomakin and Steitz, 2013), revealed a 40S binding site for eIF1

that would clash with tRNAi bound to the P site in the canonical

P/P orientation observed in elongation complexes. A lower-res-

olution structure of tRNAi base paired with AUG in a partial

mammalian 48S PIC containing eIF1A, mRNA, and deacylated

tRNAi but lacking eIF2, eIF1, eIF5, eIF3, or eIF4F (Lomakin and

Steitz, 2013; hereafter referred to as pm48S) suggested that a

clash between eIF1 and tRNAi bound in the PIN state would be

instrumental in disrupting eIF1 interaction with the 40S subunit,

leading to eIF1 release from the PIC and subsequent events

occurring downstream of AUG recognition. In these structures,

the functionally important N- and C-terminal tails of eIF1A were

not visible. A cryo-EM reconstruction of a partial mammalian

43S PIC (i.e., lacking mRNA) included eIF3, TC, and RNA heli-

case Dhx29 but lacked eIF1, eIF1A, and eIF5 (Hashem et al.,

2013; referred to as pm43S).

Although these previous structures have shed light on interac-

tions of initiation factors with the 40S subunit and the path of

mRNA and orientation of tRNAi, the structure of a PIC complexed

with eIF1, eIF1A, and the complete TC, with tRNAi trapped in the

act of AUG recognition and the tails of eIF1A visible, clearly

would be of great value.

Here, we present the structure of a partial 48S PIC from yeast

(hereafter referred to as py48S) containing eIF1, eIF1A, mRNA,

and TC at an overall resolution of 4.0 Å. The structure shows

tRNAi in the PIN state interacting with the AUG start codon of

mRNA in the P site and reveals changes in the conformation of

eIF1 that are likely involved in triggering its release from the

PIC following start codon recognition. It also reveals the NTT of

eIF1A and its interactions with the AUG, anticodon, and +4

consensus nucleotide in mRNA. In fact, the entire path of the

mRNA in the 40S subunit is visible, identifying multiple interac-

tions with initiation factors or ribosome constituents, including

contacts of eIF2a-D1 and uS7 (using the nomenclature of Ban

et al., 2014), with the �3 position of mRNA previously identified

as important. These structural details account for numerous ge-

netic and biochemical findings underlying the current model for

AUG recognition by the scanning PIC.

RESULTS

Formation of a Yeast Partial 48S PIC Intermediate
Harboring eIF1 and tRNAi Bound in the PIN State
We assembled py48S using 40S subunits from the yeast Kluy-

veromyces lactis, initiation factors eIF1, eIF1A, eIF3, eIF5, and

TC (consisting of eIF2, GDPCP and Met-tRNAi) from Saccharo-

myces cerevisiae, and an unstructured 25 nucleotide mRNA

containing an AUG codon but lacking a 50 cap. Although eIF4F,

eIF4B, and eIF3 are not required for PIC assembly with this

model mRNA (Algire et al., 2002), eIF3 was included because it

increases the efficiency of PIC assembly (Mitchell et al., 2010).

K. lactis and S. cerevisiae are closely related species (Figure S1A

available online) and S. cerevisiae initiation factors form a well-

defined PIC with K. lactis 40S subunits in vitro (Figure S1B).

We used 40S subunits from K. lactis because they better tolerate

the slightly acidic pH (6.5) chosen to minimize deacylation of

Met-tRNAi (Fernández et al., 2014). To promote formation of a

PIC with tRNAi in the Pin state, base paired with AUG, we
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included eIF5, which has been shown to shift the equilibrium to-

ward this state (Maag et al., 2006; Nanda et al., 2013) and also

the U31:A39 variant of tRNAi (Dong et al., 2014) and Sui3-2

variant of eIF2 (harboring the S264Y substitution in the b-subunit)

(Martin-Marcos et al., 2014), which were shown to stabilize the

Pin state in vivo and in vitro.

Overview of the Structure
The structure of the py48S was determined to an overall resolu-

tion of 4.0 Å by single-particle electron cryomicroscopy (cryoEM;

Figures 1 and S2 and Table S1). The local resolution and the cor-

responding density were best in the core of the 40S subunit and

for components directly attached to it (Figure S3), where it was

possible to see side chains for amino acids (Figure S3C). There

is clear density for 40S, eIF1, eIF1A, mRNA, tRNAi, and eIF2a

(Figures 1A–1C), which allowed the structures of these compo-

nents to be modeled and refined. Factors eIF1A and eIF1 are

respectively observed in the A site and adjacent to the P site,

consistent with previous crystal structures of 40S PICs (Rabl

et al., 2011; Weisser et al., 2013; Lomakin and Steitz, 2013).

The entire mRNA is visible in the cleft in the 40S subunit and pre-

sents the start codon in the P site, where it interacts with the

tRNAi. eIF2a is bound in the E site alongside the tRNAi, having

a large interface with it. Further away from the 40S platform,

eIF2g is attached to the 30 end of the tRNAi acceptor arm (Figures

1A and 1B). The resolution is worse with distance from the 40S

(Figures S3A and S3B) probably due to increased mobility.

Therefore, no model building or refinement was done for eIF2g,

and its placement (Figure 1D) was based on the structure of

the archaeal TC (Schmitt et al., 2012). There is also no interpret-

able density for eIF2b and eIF5, although as discussed below, we

observed additional density that may originate from parts of

these factors (Figure 1B, pink). We do not observe density for

eIF3, but its inclusion during complex formation resulted in twice

as many particles containing TC, consistent with its ability to

enhance PIC formation (Mitchell et al., 2010). It may subse-

quently have dissociated or become disordered.

A distinct class of 40S complexes containing eIF1 and eIF1A

(Figures S2 and S4 and Table S1) was used to obtain a map

at 3.8 Å. This complex, referred to as PIC-2, contains a mass

of density next to eIF1 nearly identical to the one tentatively as-

signed to eIF5 in py48S (see below). As discussed later, this

assignment was based on the size of the density and the

known interaction between eIF1 and eIF5-CTD (Asano et al.,

2000; Luna et al., 2012). The similarity of PIC-2 to the previous

40S$eIF1$eIF1A crystal structure from T. thermophila (Weisser

et al., 2013) (Figure S4C) allowed us to build and refine the struc-

ture and use it in subsequent analysis. Below, we describe de-

tails of the structure and interactions of the various components

that make up the py48S.

Initiator tRNA in the Act of Recognizing the AUG Codon
The tRNAi is anchored deep in the P site in a PIN state with its

anticodon base paired to the start codon of the mRNA (Figures

2A and 2B). The overall position of the anticodon stem loop

(ASL) of tRNAi in the P site is similar to that observed in the

pm48SwithmRNA and eIF1A but lacking eIFs�1 and�2 (Loma-

kin and Steitz, 2013). However, when compared to tRNAi present
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Figure 1. Cryo-EM Structure of the Eukary-

otic Preinitiation Complex in the PIN State

(A and B) CryoEM maps of the py48S PIC at 4.0 Å

shown in two orientations. Regions of the map are

colored by component to show the 40S subunit

(yellow), eIF1A (blue), eIF1 (cyan), Met-tRNAi
Met

(green), mRNA (magenta), eIF2a (violet), eIF2g

(orange), and eIF2b (red). Density which may

correspond to eIF5 is shown in pink. The density

for eIF2b, eIF2g, and eIF5 is low-pass filtered to

8 Å. The same colors are used in all the figures.

(C) Maps at 4.0 Å for tRNAi, mRNA, and eIF2a

contoured at 3s and eIF1 contoured at 2s.

(D) Atomic model for the PIC in the same colors

except that 40S proteins and rRNA are displayed

in various shades of yellow. rRNA helix 44 is dis-

played brown.

See also Figures S1–S4 and Table S1.
in the pm43S (Hashem et al., 2013), the tRNAi here is positioned

�7 Å deeper into the P site (Figure 2C). This also suggests that, in

the absence of mRNA, the tRNAi in themammalian 43S structure

is in a POUT state.

The tRNAi has a different conformation (eP/I0) from the canon-

ical P/P state, the P/I state observed in the pm48S (Lomakin and

Steitz, 2013), or the bacterial 30S PIC (Julián et al., 2011) (Fig-

ure S5A). Instead, it is similar to the conformation of tRNAi (eP/

I state) observed in the pm43S (Hashem et al., 2013) (Figures

2C and S5A). The acceptor arm is oriented toward the A site,

and its 30 end is displaced upward due to its interaction with

eIF2g. A similar conformation of the 30 end was observed in an

archaeal aIF2 TC (Schmitt et al., 2012). The T loop is displaced

toward the E site, possibly due to its interaction with eIF2a and

insertion of eIF2a-D1 in the E site. The interaction with eIF2a-D2

slightly distorts the T loop (Figure 2C). The reduced accuracy of

initiation caused by a mutation in the T loop (Dong et al., 2014)

may thus arise because the distortion is easier to achieve.

A characteristic of tRNAi is the presence of three conserved

G:C base pairs in the ASL. In bacteria, recognition of the minor

groove of the first two base pairs by G1338 and A1339 of 16S

rRNA was suggested to stabilize the binding of tRNAi in the P

site (Lancaster and Noller, 2005; Qin et al., 2007), as subse-

quently seen in 70S complexes (Selmer et al., 2006; Korostelev

et al., 2006). In the py48S here, these interactions made by the

equivalent G1575 and A1576 (S. cerevisiae numbering; for the
Cell 159, 597–607,
K. lactis equivalent, see Figure S1A) of

h29 are made possible by both the PIN

state of the tRNAi and a repositioning of

h29 (see below) (Figure S5B). Most sub-

stitutions of G1575 and A1576 in yeast

18S rRNA are lethal and, in the presence

of wild-type rRNA in the same cells,

confer a dominant Gcd� phenotype (Hin-

nebusch, 2005), indicating impaired TC

binding to the PIC and also increased

‘‘leaky scanning’’ wherein an upstream

AUG codon is skipped in favor of a start

codon further downstream (Dong et al.,
2008). Moreover, purine:purine and most pyrimidine:pyrimidine

mismatches at the first or second G:C pairs of the yeast tRNAi

ASL are lethal, suggesting that this interaction stabilizes the

PIN state (Dong et al., 2014).

It was also shown that disruption of the third G:C base pair de-

stabilizes the PIN state and blocks initiation at non-AUG codons,

whereas changing its identity to U31:A39 (Figure S5C) stabilizes

PIN and increases initiation at UUG codons (Dong et al., 2014).

The conformation of the ASL here and in a previous pm48S

PIC (Lomakin and Steitz, 2013) avoids a clash with mRNA and al-

lows base pairing with the codon and differs from that in a 43S

PIC (Hashem et al., 2013; Figure S5D). The U31:A39 substitution

in the tRNAi variant used here may make it easier to achieve this

conformation, thereby stabilizing the PIN state and allowing

imperfect codon-anticodon pairing in vivo.

The Path of mRNA in the 40S Subunit
The mRNA bases at �1 and +4, adjacent to the start codon, are

both unstacked from adjacent bases, with the former interacting

withG1150 of rRNA and the latter with Trp70 of eIF1A (Figure 2B).

These stacking interactions may allow scanning to pause when

the start codon is reached. In fact, substitutions in G1150 were

shown to confer dominant Gcd� and leaky-scanning pheno-

types, indicating impaired TC binding and AUG recognition

in vivo, as were substitutions of C1637, which contacts the +3

nucleotide (Figure 2B; Dong et al., 2008).
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Figure 2. tRNAi and mRNA: Codon-Anti-

codon Interaction and Predicted POUT-to-

PIN Transition

(A) Cross-section of the 40S subunit showing the

tRNAi in the P site and the mRNA in its channel.

eIF1A, eIF1, and eIF2a are also shown.

(B) A detailed view of the codon and anticodon

and surrounding elements that stabilize this inter-

action.

(C) Superposition of the PIN and POUT (Hashem

et al., 2013) ternary complexes. eIF2g has been

omitted for clarity. The tRNAi in this complex is

about 7 Å deeper in the P site than the tRNAi in the

pm43S complex. The eIF2a residues Arg55 and

Arg57 are shown as sticks.

See also Figure S5.
The mRNA interacts with elements of the 40S subunit and

eIF1A on either side of the start codon (Figure S5E) but makes

fewer interactions in the entry channel than in the exit channel.

This observation is consistentwith the requirement for aminimum

50 UTR length and thenotion that fixing themRNA in the exit chan-

nel is important for efficient AUG recognition, suggesting that the

50 UTR must be fixed in the 40S exit channel for efficient AUG

recognition (Pestova and Kolupaeva, 2002). The mRNA can be

seen along most of the 40S cleft (Figure 2A), and 22 of the 25 nu-

cleotides could be modeled. A kink in the mRNA is clearly seen

between the P and A sites (Figures 2A, 2B, and S5E), but not as

pronounced as in bacteria (Selmer et al., 2006).

A latch or constriction in the mRNA entry channel is formed by

interaction between h18 in the body of the 40S and h34 and uS3

in the head. This latch is ‘‘closed’’ in the py48S PIC and PIC-2

complexes (Figure 3A). It was also reported to be closed in pre-

viously studied PICs with various combinations of eIF1, eIF1A,

mRNA, and tRNA (Weisser et al., 2013; Lomakin and Steitz,

2013). In contrast, an open conformation was seen in a lower-

resolution 40S$eIF1$eIF1A complex in which neither eIF1 nor

eIF1A was visible (Passmore et al., 2007). In the two structures

here, A579 is flipped toward uS3; however, the interactions be-

tween them differs among py48S, PIC-2, and the empty 40S

(Figure 3A). Similarly, the interaction between h18 and h34 differs

among these structures (Figure 3A) because of different posi-

tions of the head with respect to the body of the 40S subunit,

as discussed below. Thus, although the latch appears ‘‘closed’’
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in all structures, the dynamic nature of the

interactions may be part of the mecha-

nism that allows mRNA to move through

it during initiation.

Rotation of the 40S Head
In the py48S, the head of the 40S subunit

is rotated clockwise around h28, which

connects it to the body, relative to the

empty 40S and PIC-2 structures (Fig-

ure 3B). Compared to the empty 40S,

the PIC-2 complex displays a head rota-

tion of �8�, and a further rotation of �5�

occurs in the py48S. The rotation is
similar to that previously observed in mammalian complexes

(Lomakin and Steitz, 2013). As a consequence of this rotation,

h31 avoids a clash with the anticodon of tRNAi, whereas h29 is

brought to a position where G1575 and A1576 can interact

with the minor groove of the conserved G:C base pairs in the

ASL of tRNAi, as discussed earlier (Figures 3C and S5B). The re-

arrangement of rRNA in the P site observed in the PIC-2 complex

may provide a rationale for the improved binding of TC in the

presence eIF1 and eIF1A (Figure 3D) (Maag and Lorsch, 2003;

Fekete et al., 2007; Cheung et al., 2007) (Hinnebusch, 2014).

The body of the 40S subunit does not show any major confor-

mational changes upon py48S PIC formation when compared to

the PIC-2 complex or the crystal structure of the yeast 80S ribo-

some (Ben-Shem et al., 2011).

Interaction of eIF1A with the Codon-Anticodon Helix
The position of the globular domain of eIF1A in the A site is the

same as that observed previously (Weisser et al., 2013; Lomakin

and Steitz, 2013) (Figure 4). In both structures here, A1756 of h44

is flipped out to interact with eIF1A (Figures 4B and S6), as seen

previously (Weisser et al., 2013).

In the py48S here, all but four residues of the previously unob-

served NTT of eIF1A can be traced. Two highly conserved gly-

cines, Gly8-Gly9, allow a sharp turn that permits the tail to loop

back after it extends to interact with the tRNAi and the mRNA

in the P site (Figures 4A and 4B). Hydroxyl radical probing had

previously suggested an interaction of the NTT with the ASL of
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Figure 3. Ribosome Conformational

Changes upon Assembly of the Different

Preinitiation Complexes

(A) The overall conformation of the mRNA latch is

‘‘closed’’ in the py48S (yellow), the PIC-2

(magenta), and the empty 40S (red; Ben-Shem

et al., 2011), but the detailed contacts between the

components of the latch are different. Equivalent

atoms in h34 and a loop in uS3 are shown as

spheres to show the direction of the relative

movements in the three structures.

(B) Relative changes in the conformation of the

head in the same structures shown in (A).

(C and D) Changes in the environment of the P site

resulting from the head movement.
the tRNAi (Yu et al., 2009). However, those experiments also sug-

gested that the NTT would thread under the tRNAi, contrary to

what is observed here. The NTT appears ordered only in the

py48S and was not seen in either the PIC-2 complex or in previ-

ous PIC structures (Weisser et al., 2013; Lomakin and Steitz,

2013). In the pm48S, additional density proposed to belong to

the NTT was observed 7–8 Å away from the ASL (Lomakin and

Steitz, 2013), but it was not modeled and did not seem to

approach the ASL as observed here.

The loop of the NTT makes interactions with both the anti-

codon and mRNA and may thereby sense correct base pairing

of tRNAi with the start codon (Figures 2B and 4B). Consistent

with these interactions, this segment of the NTT is highly

conserved (Weisser et al., 2013). It also interacts with C1637 of

rRNA (Figure 4B), consistent with the reduced affinity of eIF1A
Cell 159, 597–607,
for the 40S subunit conferred by substitu-

tions in residues 7–11 (Fekete et al.,

2007). Immediately downstream of the

turn, Arg14 and Lys16 interact with

mRNA or the 40S subunit (Figure 4B).

These results are consistent with genetic

and biochemical findings implicating NTT

residues between positions 7 and 21 in

promoting the transition from the open/

POUT to closed/PIN states of the PIC for

start codon recognition (Fekete et al.,

2007; Saini et al., 2010; Luna et al.,

2013). Our data thus suggest that direct

interactions of the NTT help to stabilize

the PIN state.

Trp70 in the globular domain of eIF1A

makes stacking interactions with two

flipped-out bases, the +4 nucleotide of

mRNA and base A1756 of rRNA (Fig-

ure 4B). This region is rich in basic resi-

dues and makes several other contacts

with 18S rRNA, likely explaining why

mutations in residues 66–70 of eIF1A

weaken its binding to 40S subunits

in vitro and in vivo (Fekete et al., 2005).

We do not see a continuous and

distinct density for the CTT, making it
difficult to interpret its location unambiguously. However, the

apparent lack of interaction of the CTT with either eIF1 or tRNAi

would be expected for the PIN state in which eIF1 and the eIF1A

CTT have moved apart to accommodate tRNAi (Yu et al., 2009;

Nanda et al., 2013).

Interactions of eIF1 with Initiator tRNA and the
Ribosome
eIF1 binds adjacent to the P site with its conserved basic b

hairpin loop 1 protruding toward themRNA cleft at the P site (Fig-

ures 4B and 5), as seen previously (Rabl et al., 2011; Weisser

et al., 2013; Lomakin and Steitz, 2013). The factor has not

been observed before in a PIC containing tRNAi, and its weaker

density may arise from lower occupancy, owing to its reduced

affinity for the PIC after start-codon recognition (Maag et al.,
October 23, 2014 ª2014 The Authors 601
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Comparison of eIF1 in the py48S (cyan) relative to that in the PIC-2 complex

(salmon). The two b hairpins of eIF1 are deformed to avoid a clash with the

tRNAi in the PIN conformation of the py48S. By contrast, neither conformation

of eIF1 would clash with tRNAi in the POUT conformation (gray; Hashem et al.,

2013).
2005). Presumably the high concentration of eIF1 used to form

the complexes (0.3 mM), which is �5-fold above the Kd for eIF1

binding to the PIC after start codon recognition (Maag et al.,

2005), drove the factor onto the 40S subunit and allowed it to

be visualized. It has been suggested that start-codon recogni-

tion displaces eIF1 to a new location before it dissociates alto-

gether from the 40S (Nanda et al., 2013). Although we did not

observe a large difference in the position of eIF1 between PIC-

2 and py48S, the latter exhibits movement of eIF1 b hairpin loops

1 and 2 away from tRNAi, thereby avoiding clashes with the ASL

and D-stem (Figure 5). Apart from the loops, the Ca trace of eIF1

from the two complexes also suggests a small displacement

of the body of eIF1 in the py48S relative to PIC-2, which may

be required to accommodate the altered loop conformations

and their interactions with tRNAi. Importantly, the POUT state

deduced from the pm43S (Hashem et al., 2013), in which tRNAi

is not buried as deeply in the P site, would not clash with either

conformation of eIF1 (Figure 5), consistent with the fact that

eIF1 actually promotes TC binding in the POUT conformation

(Passmore et al., 2007; Martin-Marcos et al., 2013).

The tip of eIF1 loop 1 comes close to the codon-anticodon

base pairs, with Arg36 making a direct interaction (Figure 4B).

Whereas the interaction of loop 1 with tRNAi and mRNA is likely
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to be favorable, loop 2, positioned close to the D-stembackbone

of tRNAi (Figure 5), contains three fairly conserved acidic resi-

dues (Asp71, Glu73, Glu76). In the POUT state, these residues

would not be in close contact with tRNAi, whereas a transition

to the PIN state would bring them close to the negatively charged

phosphate groups of the tRNAi backbone. The resulting electro-

static repulsion could evoke a change in the conformation of eIF1

and reduce its affinity for the PIC, leading to its eventual dissoci-

ation following AUG recognition. In addition, movements of loop

1 produced when the tRNAi enters the PIN state would disrupt

some interactions between this loop and rRNA shown previously

to be important for tight binding of eIF1 to the 40S subunit

(Martin-Marcos et al., 2013). So eIF1 may promote fidelity by de-

stabilizing the PIN state so that the latter is stable only when the

D-stem/loop 2 repulsion is overcome by energy from base pair-

ing of tRNAi with the AUG codon.

Conformational Changes in eIF2 and Its Interactions
with Initiator tRNA
The role of eIF2 in positioning the tRNAi in the PIC is reflected in

the large interface that the three domains of eIF2a have with both

tRNAi and the 40S E site (Figure 6A). Overall, eIF2a occupies the

position of an E site tRNA (Figure S7A), with eIF2a-D1 occupying

the position of the ASL. eIF2a-D2 mainly forms an interface with

the tRNAi along its anticodon arm, interacting with the D and T

loops, whereas eIF2a-D3 forms an interface along the acceptor

arm (Figure 6A). Most of the residues forming the interface or

interacting with tRNAi are conserved.

eIF2a-D1 is in a different orientation here than that observed in

the crystal structure of the archaeal TC (Figure 6B) (Schmitt et al.,

2012). The orientation of the two N-terminal domains (D1 and D2)

of the a subunit of eIF2 are rotated and shifted substantially from

their positions predicted from the crystal structure of an archaeal
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Figure 6. Structural Rearrangement of

eIF2a in Formation of the py48S

(A) Interaction of the three domains (D1, D2, and

D3) of eIF2a with tRNAi and mRNA. Arg55 and

Arg57 are shown interacting with mRNA at posi-

tions �3 and �2. The conserved Ser52 that is the

target of phosphorylation is also shown as sticks.

(B) Structural rearrangement of D1 and D2 of eIF2a

(shown in different shades of violet) in the py48S

compared to their conformations in the isolated

aIF2 ternary complex (gray; Schmitt et al., 2012).

(C) Density potentially from eIF5 (pink), connecting

eIF1 (cyan), and eIF2g (orange). Similar density

(gray) is found in the PIC-2 complex. Both den-

sities are low-pass filtered to 8 Å.

See also Figure S7.
TC, placing eIF2a-D1 close to ribosomal protein uS7, agreeing

with crosslinking data (Sharifulin et al., 2013). This difference in

orientations of D1 and D2 was also observed in the pm43S (Ha-

shem et al., 2013). However, the position of eIF2a-D1 is also

slightly different than that reported in the pm43S complex, owing

to the fact that tRNAi is inserted deeper into the P site of the

py48S, reflecting the difference between PIN and POUT states

(Figure 2C). This in turn places eIF2a-D1 deeper into the E site

compared to its location in the pm43S complex (Figure 2C).

Importantly, this deeper positioning allows interaction between

Arg55 and Arg57 in a conserved loop of eIF2a-D1 and the �3

and �2 positions of mRNA, respectively (Figure 6A), which is

consistent with biochemical evidence that interaction of eIF2a

with the�3 nucleotidemediates the stimulatory effect of a purine

at that position on AUG recognition (Pisarev et al., 2006).

Residue Ser51 (Ser52 in S. cerevisiae), in a loop of eIF2a-D1

close to mRNA (Figure 6A), is phosphorylated in a highly

conserved mechanism to downregulate general translation initi-

ation in response to various stresses. Phosphorylated eIF2 in-

hibits its own guanine nucleotide exchange factor, eIF2B, by
Cell 159, 597–607,
forming an excessively stable eIF2∙eIF2B
complex, thereby decreasing the level

of active eIF2∙GTP in the cell (Hinne-

busch et al., 2007). However, there is

also some evidence that Ser51 phos-

phorylation can impair leaky scanning of

an upstream AUG codon with suboptimal

sequence context (Palam et al., 2011).

Based on the structure of the py48S,

this could be explained by Ser51 phos-

phorylation inducing movement of the

eIF2a-D1 loop in the mRNA exit channel,

which might disrupt either Arg55 interac-

tion with the �3 position of the mRNA

or interactions between D1 and tRNAi,

reducing the stability of the PIN state

and increasing readthrough of start

codons.

The conformations of eIF2g in the

py48S and pm43S complex (Hashem

et al., 2013) are similar, with eIF2g-D3
facing, but not interacting with, h44 of 18S rRNA (Figure 1D).

The cleavages of h44 directed by Cys residues placed in

eIF2g-D3 (Shin et al., 2011) may thus reflect the unimpeded

path of hydroxyl radicals rather than direct contact. With this

conformation of eIF2g and based on either of the two conforma-

tions of eIF2b in the structures of archaeal aIF2gb complexes

(PDB codes 3CW2 and 2D74; Stolboushkina et al., 2008; Sokabe

et al., 2006), eIF2b would occupy the space between eIF2g and

eIF1A close to the 40S head (Figure S7B).

Putative Location of eIF5
After fitting eIF2 into the observed density, unexplained density

remained between eIF2g and eIF1 closer to 40S platform (Fig-

ure 6C). A similar density was present in the same location in

the PIC-2 complex. In view of the known interactions of the

eIF5-CTD with eIF1 (Asano et al., 2000; Reibarkh et al., 2008),

we have tentatively assigned this density to eIF5. Consistent

with this assignment, the surface of eIF1 in contact with this den-

sity (Figure 6C) is similar to that previously identifiedbyNMRanal-

ysis of the eIF1/eIF5-CTD binary complex (Luna et al., 2012).
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Figure 7. Recognition of the Start Codon in the PIC

Relative to its conformation in the 80S ribosome (I) (Ben-Shem et al., 2011), the

head of the 40S in the PIC-2 complex (II) is rotated by 8 degrees. The disor-

dered NTT of eIF1A is shown as a dashed line. The rotation of the head allows

TC to bind to the P site in a POUT conformation as it scans the 50 UTR for the

start codon (III). For clarity, only the eIF2a subunit is shown. Recognition of the

start codon is stabilized by the tRNAi PIN state (IV), which involves a movement

of the ASL deeper into the P site. The rRNA G1575/A1576 bases (depicted in

red) makes interactions with theminor groove of the conserved G:C pairs in the

ASL, the NTT of eIF1A directly engaged with codon:anticodon duplex, and

eIF2a-D1 interacting with the �3 position of mRNA in the E site. The head

undergoes a further rotation compared to PIC-2 complex.
Considering the ability of eIF5-CTD to promote release of eIF1

from the 40S on AUG recognition (Nanda et al., 2013; Nanda

et al., 2009), the py48S here could represent an intermediate

state in which the eIF5-CTD remains in contact with eIF1

following the slight displacement of eIF1 from its original location.

DISCUSSION

The structure of the py48S represents a key intermediate of the

eukaryotic translation initiation pathway, with the tRNAi trapped

in the PIN state during start-codon recognition (Figure 7). The

previously unobserved but highly conserved NTT of eIF1A inter-

acts directly with both the tRNAi anticodon and the start codon,

providing a direct structural basis for its proposed role in stabiliz-

ing the PIN state of tRNAi. This PIN state is structurally distinct

from the likely POUT conformation of TC seen in a pm43S com-

plex lacking mRNA, in which tRNAi is bound less deeply in the

P site (Hashem et al., 2013). Together, the two structures illumi-
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nate the transition from the POUT state, poised for transient sam-

pling of codons as they enter the P site, to the PIN state where a

stable codon:anticodon duplex is formed at the AUG codon

(Saini et al., 2010). We observed that binding of eIF1 and eIF1A

to the 40S subunit evokes a rotation of the 40S head by 8� that
likely facilitates TC binding in the POUT conformation. Relative

to PIC-2, the transition to PIN at the AUG codon involves an addi-

tional 5� head rotation that removes a structural impediment

to tRNAi binding deep in the P site and enables critical A-minor

interactions between h29 residues and the conserved G:C pairs

of the tRNAi ASL. We observed that transition to PIN additionally

requires a movement in the ASL to permit codon recognition,

imposing an energetic penalty that can normally be fully

compensated only by a perfect codon:anticodon duplex.

The a subunit of eIF2 structurally mimics E site tRNA, and the

loop of its N-terminal domain eIF2a-D1 makes contacts with key

nucleotides at the �2 and �3 positions of the mRNA. There is

also more extensive interaction of eIF2a-D2 with the ASL of

tRNAi, than occurs in the 43S complex (Hashem et al., 2013).

These interactions support an important role for the two N-termi-

nal domains of eIF2a in stabilizing tRNAi in the PIN state and

recognizing context nucleotides surrounding the start codon.

Our py48S shows previously unobserved interactions be-

tween eIF1 and tRNAi base paired with AUG in the PIN state.

Start-codon recognition triggers dissociation of eIF1 from its ca-

nonical location on the 40S subunit, allows for more stable TC

binding to the PIC, and is a prerequisite for Pi release from

eIF2 (Hinnebusch, 2014). Thus, the py48S here is an important

intermediate in the initiation pathway following AUG recognition

by tRNAi but prior to eIF1 dissociation. It is characterized by an

altered conformation of eIF1, including deformation of its two b

hairpin loops and an adjusted location of the globular domain

on the 40S subunit. These changes allow eIF1 to avoid a steric

clash with tRNAi in the PIN state but likely also weaken eIF1 bind-

ing to the 40S subunit, leading to its subsequent dissociation.

We proposed that some of the unassigned density observed in

the PIC-2 and py48S complexes corresponds to eIF5 and that

our py48S might represent an intermediate state in which the

eIF5-CTD/eIF1 interaction has not yet provoked eIF1 dissocia-

tion from the 40S subunit following isomerization to the PIN state.

Distinguishing between the locations of the two eIF5 domains in

PICs at different stages of the scanning process and also

locating eIF3 and eIF2b within the PIC will have to await addi-

tional structures of the 48S PIC in which components more

distant from the 40S surface can be visualized in greater detail.

Nevertheless, by providing a high-resolution snapshot of the de-

coding center in a key intermediate during start codon recogni-

tion, our py48S reveals the structural basis for much genetic

and biochemical data on the roles of tRNAi, eIF1, eIF1A, and

eIF2 in the process and provides physical evidence for several

conformational transitions proposed to be critically involved in

start codon recognition.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Reconstitution of py48S PIC

K. lactis 40S subunits were prepared as described earlier in (Fernández

et al., 2014). eIF3 and Sui3-2 mutant eIF2 from S. cerevisiae was expressed



in yeast, whereas eIF1, eIF1A, and eIF5 were expressed in E. coli as recom-

binant proteins and purified as described (Acker et al., 2007). Mutant tRNAi

was transcribed and amino-acylated as described (Acker et al., 2007). An

unstructured mRNA 25-mer (50 GGAA[UC]4UAUG[CU]4C 30) was commer-

cially synthesized by Integrated DNA Technologies. The py48S was reconsti-

tuted by incubating 120 nM 40S with eIF1, eIF1A, TC, eIF3, eIF5, and mRNA

in the ratio of 40S:eIF1:eIF1A:TC:eIF3:eIF5:mRNA::1:2.5:2.5:1.5:1.2:2.5:2.

The sample was directly used to make cryo-EM grids without further

purification.

Electron Microscopy

The grids with sample for electron microscopy were prepared as described

earlier (Fernández et al., 2014). Data acquisition was done on an FEI Polara

G2microscope operated at 300 kV under low-dose conditions (28 e�/Å2) using

a defocus range of 1.6–4.0 mm. Images were recorded manually on a back-

thinned FEI Falcon II detector at calibrated magnification of 104,478 (yielding

a pixel size of 1.34 Å). An in-house system was used to intercept the videos

from the detector at a speed of 16 frames/s exposures, as described earlier

(Bai et al., 2013). Micrographs that showed noticeable signs of astigmatism

or drift were discarded.

Analysis and Structure Determination

We used semi-automated image processing for all reconstructions as

described. For the complete data set, 254,957 particles were picked from

1,791 micrographs using EMAN2 (Tang et al., 2007). Contrast transfer function

parameters for the micrographs were estimated using CTFFIND3 (Mindell and

Grigorieff, 2003). 2D class averaging, 3D classification, and refinements were

done using RELION (Scheres, 2012).

Reference-free 2D class averages were calculated to discard defective par-

ticles. A total of 244,186 particles were selected for the initial 3D reconstruction

using the yeast 40S crystal structure (Ben-Shem et al., 2011) low-pass filtered

to 40 Å resolution as an initial reference model. Subsequently, a 3D classifica-

tion and refinement with fine angular sampling showed that only two classes

were homogeneous enough to yield high-resolution reconstructions. The class

representing py48S PIC was classified further, and a final class of 29,698 was

used to obtain a map at 4.0 Å resolution.

Statistical movie processing was also done as described previously (Bai

et al., 2013) in order to improve the resolution of all the reconstructions. The

resolutions reported are based on the gold-standard FSC = 0.143 criterion

(Scheres andChen, 2012). Local resolution was estimated using RESMAP (Ku-

cukelbir et al., 2014). All maps were further postprocessed for the modulation

transfer function of the detector and then sharpened by applying a negative B

factor (�52 for py48S and �88 Å2 PIC-2) estimated as in (Rosenthal and Hen-

derson, 2003).

Model Building and Refinement

The atomic model of S. cerevisiae 40S ribosome (PDBID 3U5B and 3U5C;

Ben-Shem et al., 2011) was initially rigid body fitted in density using

Chimera (Pettersen et al., 2004), and further model building was done in

Coot (Emsley et al., 2010) as described (Fernández et al., 2014). Density

for ribosomal protein eL41 was observed in the map and therefore was

included in the model.

3D models of eIFs were generated with I-TASSER (Roy et al., 2010). An

initial model for the tRNAi was derived from tRNAs from the archaeal TC

(PDB 3V11; Schmitt et al., 2012) and the pm48S (PDB 4KZZ; Lomakin and

Steitz, 2013). Model building and refinement were carried out using Coot

and Refmac (Murshudov et al., 2011) as recently described (Amunts et al.,

2014). All figures were generated using PyMOL (DeLano, 2006) or Chimera

(Pettersen et al., 2004).
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